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PROGRESS in the development of plant analysis as a guide to the 
fertilization of sugar beets rests primarily upon improvements in technique 
and upon the philosophy associated with the interpretation of the results. 
Without a satisfactory technique the analytical results are worthless, and 
even when the analytical values are estimated accurately, they have little 
meaning unless they can be interpreted in terms of the nutrient status of the 
crop. It is with these purposes in view that much of the research in plant 
analysis has been directed. 

The early investigations in the use of plant analysis as a guide to the 
fertilization of sugar beets were hased upon sampling procedures and analyt
Ical methods developed primarily for other crops ( Chapman ( 2 ) '\ 1 9 3 5 ,  
Emmert (4 ) , 1 9 3 4 ,  Thornton ( 1 0 ) ,  1 9 3 2 ,  ( 1 4) 1 9 3 3 ) .  These metlmJs, 
with modifications ,,"vere applied with success hy Gardner and Rohertson 
(6) , 1 9 � ."  il1 Colorado to sugar beet petioles collected from mature leaves 
of heets in a fertiliz;er experiment conducted in small plots designed to test 
the effectiveness of nitrogen, phosphorus and manure on beet growth. They 
concluded that the petiole test was sufficiently accurate to be applicable to 
determining the nitrate, phosphate and potassium_ needs of the soil .  With 
this incentive as (l hackground many experiments have been conducted in 
our laboratories to improve the methous of analysis, to ascertain the part 
of the heet leaf (petiole or hlaJe) suitahle for analysis, to establish the posi , 
tion on the plant from which to take the sample, to determine the time and 
fre4uency of collecting the leaf samples and final ly to select the form of 
each element for analysis which reflects accurately the nutrient status of the 
heet plant. In other laboratories Brown ( 1 ) ,  1 9 4 3 ,  concurred with our 
findings regarding the type of petiole suitable for sampling, while the 
number of petioles recommcnJed hy him for a sample was considerably 
higher than used in our investigations . 

While progress in the experimental technique for applying plant analy� 
sis to the solution of nutritional problems with sugar beets has been consid� 
erahIe, developments in the interpretation of the results are not easy tu 
evaluate. A number of workers studying primarily crops other than sugar 
heets, have presented several interesting viewpoints. Some of these ideas 
have heen mentioned briefly in a review that has appeared recently (Goodall 
and Gregory (7 ) , 1 Y4 7 ,  while contrasting theories have been given in 
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articles by Thomas ( 1 2 ) ,  1 9 3 7 ,  Macy (9) , 1 9 3 6, Lundegardh (8) , 1 94 1 ,  
Clements and Kubota ( 3 ) ,  1 94 3 ,  Ulrich ( 1 5 ) ,  1 9 4 3 ,  and i n  press 1 948)  
and Shear, Crane and Myers ( 1 0) , 1 946.  

Of the many concepts of plant analysis which hav� appeared from 
time to tIme, the onc centering ahout the ideas assoCIated with " limiting 
factors" appears from many aspl?cts to he the most fruitful .  This concept in 
the main, states that increases in yield or growth are obtained from the 
addition of the factor that is limiting growth. Strict adherence to this theory 
is not possible because we know that the severity of some of the deficiencies 
may be modified by accompanying factors. Thus the addition of sodium to 
a nutrient medium deficient in potassium will enhance the growth of heets 
initially devoid of sodium. However, sodium in itself will on the average 
suhstitute for only a part of the potassium, and thereafter, potassium addi
tions are necessary for more growth. Similar modifications of growth most 
likely occur for other nutrients, hut essentially, the major increases in 
growth take place only after the addition of the factor that is deficient .  
This modified theory of "limiting factors" also applies when two or more 
deficiencies occur at the same time. When this happens major increases in 
growth take place only by correcting both deficiencies simultaneously, and 
thereafter, further additions of the factor or factors have no large effect 
upon the growth of the crop . 

Theoretieal Consideration,.., 

Plant Nutrient Equation.- The nutrient concentration founJ within 
the plant or in any one of its parts is an integrated value of all the factors 
that have influenced the nutrient concentration of the plant up to the time 
of taking the sample. These factors may he l isted as fol lows : soil (5) , 
climate (CL) , time (T) , plant (P) , management (M) and possibly others. 
Their relationship to the nutrient concentration ( X )  of the plant may be 
readily visual ized in the fol lowing generalized equation : 

X = f (S,  P, CL, T, M . .  

From an inspection of the equation onc  can  readily sec that the nutrient 
concentration of the soil is just one of the many factors that influences the 
nutrient concentration of the plant. Not only must the concentration of 
nutrients in the soil be evaluateJ carefully before an estimate of its supplying 
power for nutrients can he made correctly, hut other soil factors such as its 
depth, texture, organic matter, pH, aeration, drainage, etc , should he 
considered in terms of fertility at the same time. In this evalua.tion of the 
nutrient concentration of the soil it  is obvious that shallow soils must have 
higher nutrient concentrations than deep soils in  order to support plants of 
comparable yields. An important factor, too, is the plant itself, particularly 
the quality and extent of the root system. Plants with roots of high foraging 
capacity will ohtain more nutrients from a given soil than from one with <l 
restricted root system of low activity. Likewise plants which are in a 
favorahJe climate will require more nutrients than onc growing in an 
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unfavorahle environment. Soils with low nutrient concentrations would 
supply an adequate quantity of nutrients when the demand for nutrients 
was low ouring poor growing conditions, hut would fail to do so under 
conditions of good growth. Complicated as these relationships are, they 
becOIne still more so when the grower introduces his cultural practices on 
the field when plowing, cultivating, irrigating, l iming, cover cropping and 
fertilizing. Thus, it is no wonder that a simple estimation of the nutrient 
concentration of the soil often hils to evaluate the ferti lizer reqUIrements of 
a soil correctly. In contrast to soil anal)'sis, the analysis of p lants gives an 
integrated value of the effects all factors have had upon the nutrient 
concentration of the plant up to the time of taking the samples. All that 
remains to be done from the practical point of view is to find a way to 
interpret the results of the plant analyses so that the necessary changes in  
the nutritional program for the crop can be introduced effectively during 
the current growing season or for suhsequent crops Oil the same field .  

Essentia l Elements.--Before attempting to interpret the results of 
plant analysis it  is well  to pause briefly to reflect upon the relationship of 
the nutrient elements to plant growth . Through numerous experiments 
plant physiologists over a period of years have estahl ished that certain 
elements are essential for growth. Without these elements growth decreases 
and finally fails completely during the vegetative or reproductive cycle of 
the plant. When an element has heen found to be essential for growth, 
it must be contained within the plant itself, otherwise the element would 
not be essentia l .  The exact concentration of the element required for 
growth will depend upon its fUllction in the physical and chemical processes 
of the plant. Whether this concentration fluctuates within narrow or wide 
limits will again depend upon its function. Until the function of each 
element is dearly known, the practicality of plant analysis must be ascer
tained empiricrtlly through the comparison of nutrient concentrations of 
plant.., restricted in growth to those not so restricted in growth hy a giVt'll 
nutrient. By such comparisons (lr correlati()J1 studies the " critical nutrient" 
levels for each element and for each crop can he estahlished. 

The Critical 'Nutrient Leve l .�-For a given nutrient the critical nutrient 
level may be defined as that range of concentrations at which the growth 
of the plant is restricted in  comparison to those plants at a higher nutrient 
level. Whether the. critical level is a relatively narrow range of values or 
fluctuates widely is st11 l  a suhject of investigation both under greenhouse 
and field conditions. Thus far, the evidence indicates that for sugar heets 
the critical levels for nitrogen, phosphorus and potassium fluctuate over 
a relatively narrow range of values in comparison to the nutrient concen' 
trations that have been observed for beets above the critical leve l .  While 
preliminary data ohtained in the field support these ohservations, much 
more evidence is needed over a period of years hefore the critical nutrient 
levels for sugar heets grown in the field can he estimated correctly .  

Probability of  Response . --When plants are grown under field con
ditions the likelihood of getting a growth response from the addition of a 
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nutrient to the soil  \\.'i l l  ucpcnd upon v ..... hcthcr the nutrient concentrations 
of the plants arc <l.hovc or helow the critical leveL When the nutrient 
concentrations of the plants are above the critical level and remain there 
throughout the entire growth period of the plant, then there is very little 
chance of getting a response in growth by adding more nutrients. Conversely, 
when the nutrient concentrations of the plants fall below the critical level, 
then the chance of getting <t growth response under field conditions increases 
rapidly as the nutrient concentrations in the plants decrease. The magnitude 
of the response will depend upon the relative abundance of the other growth 
factors and upon the time and duration of the dcfkiency. When the 
relative abundance of the other growth factors is great, then the addition 
of the deficient nutrient wil l  result in a relatively large increase in yield. 
However, when another factor or set of factors soon become limiting, then 
upon the addition of the required nutrient, the yield tncrea.scs will he 
relatively small .  This small increase in yield will not b e  detected unless 
the error of the experiment is very low. Similarly, the chance of getting a 
measurable growth response in the field will decrease as the Juration of 
the deficiency decreases and the later in the growing season the deficiency 
first appears. 

Estiln alion of t I lt-'  Cri tical Nutrient Lcvt'l 

Through Pot Experiments.----A preliminary estimate of the c ritical 
nutrient level for a given element and crop may often be obtained hy 
growing plants in pots of soil known to be deficient in a given nutrient 
Such an experiment was started on April 29, 1 947 ,  with sugar beets of 
the U. S. No. 1 5  variety on a soil known to be deficient in phosphorus.-t 
When these beets were harvesteu on September 2 ,  1 947 ,  the recently 
"matured" leaves were taken from the tops (figure 1 ) ,  separated into 
petioles and blades and then dried in a forced�draft oven maintained at 
70 degrees C. The dried plant material  was ground in a \Viley mil l  to pass 
a 40-mesh sieve and analysed for phosphate soluble in 2· percent acetic acid, 
for potassium (Ulrich ( 1 6) , 1 9 4 5 )  and for nitrate' nitrogen (unpuhlished 
procedure) . The analytical values are expressed on the dry hasis for 
phosphate in parts per million of phosphorus, nitrate in parts per mil lion 
of nitrogen and potassium in percentage_ The heet yields art' for heets 
topped at the first leaf scar and are given un the fresh basis thruughout. 

4 F o r  the l,,,p�'r im(,/lt : U . O  pOllIlJs "i lIllll',Jrm Mill wcrc: pJ"..:cJ iIlt" ') - g<llloll P()t� l.lrOV!JL·J w i t b  p,lIl" 
for the return of the d:a.mage water. Th,' M"! .for the pots was obtained (rum the \' Klfllty of Paradist:. 
California . and is classifIed as Aiken day. ThIS 3011 .s eLtremdy deflc!ent In phosphorus and lTl order 
to get heets to gCO\\,' _ on it bcyonJ the early two· leaf stage I t  W;IS n.c,:ess�IfY to "dd a small amO\lnt of 
phosphorus to the SOlI .  The amount of treble s\lpn-phosphate used l!1 thIS treatr:ne�t �� \Vd! ,IS In tlK 
other tr�at mentE are given in table 1. On May 2 4 ,  " ;.H 7 ,  when t h e  plants were still In t h e  e.ul y h"o-I�af stag,-- the phosphorus required for each pot �va�

. 
appli�d hetW':Cll th('

, 
plants to thc hottOlll of t r�nch�, 

from ' to 2 inches deep . NItrogen from a m munlUm Illtrate was appllL:J at the r<it.: of :O _ K  gr<lm� of N 
per pot ( 2 8 0  pounds N per acre of surface) on June 3 .  1 9 4 7 .  al:J aY;<lin on JLlly 2 � .  1 "--\ 7 ,  at tho: r"le of _ 3 , 'i  grams pcr pot ( 3 5 0  pounds pcr acre ) .  \Vhen the plants ,,>,ere, I II  the late two-IC<lf stagc thcy werc' 
thl llncJ to four plants t? a pot. These plants grcw well and contlnlled to do ?o until tho�<� wnh tht 
low phosphorus applicatIOns �huwed dcfm

,
ite signs of reduced growth aecomp�nwd by _ a deep greening 

of the leaf blades. These were the num sIgns of stress shown b y  the plants except dunng the cotyledon �tagc when phosphorll�,d�ficient plants h�d
. 

a reddish e<l�t<:: and when i n  the later stages of growth 
<ill occasional leaf bl"Je showed some pllrplmg or reddclllllg bdwcen the. vCln� or �. darkening of the 
VCIIlS. At  the time of harvest on Scptember 2, 1 9 4 7 .  a few of the, Illant"

.
"l

, 
about hali o� the pots w ith :�i(hhrienc a

ht::s�n�t��S.fc�o:��s t:��fj:��d �;
dle�r:��r;�iS.

leaf sym ptom s s !m llar t o  potassI um deficiency . 
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Of major interest from the standpoint of plant analysis are the results 
illustrated graphically in figures 2 and ". In figure 2 in which the soluble 
phosphate-phosphorus values of the leaf petioles are plotted against the 
corresponding yields, the beet yields increase sharply with the additions of 
phosphorus to the soil ,  while at the same time the phosphorus concentrations 
in the petioles fail to increase, In this portion of the curve the yields increase 
directly in relation to the quantity of phosphorus the plants can obtain from 
the soil .  Then as more phosphorus is added to the soil the yields and phos
phorus concentrations within the petioles increase simultaneously until the 
critical level of 600-800 parts per million is attained. Thereafter the soluble 
phosphate�phosphorus concentrations increase in  the petioles of the beets 
without a corresponding increase in yield . In figure 3, in  which the soluble 
phosphate-phosphorus concentrations of the leaf blades are compared with 
the yields, the results are much the same as in figure 2 ,  except that here 
the zone in which the yields and phosphorus concentrations increase simul� 
taneously is much hroader than when the petioles are analysed ( figure 2 ) . 
Accordingly, from the diagnostic point of view the petioles would serve 
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hettcr than thc c( l lTe::;pollul I1g hlades ;lS ;l 111l';ln$ of est im ,tt ing the phosphorus 
status of sugar hccts. 

A review of the yields, sugar percentages and chemical analyses of the 
lctves presenteJ 1 0  tah!c 1 discloses severa l points of interest. When 
phosphorus was added to the soil in increasing amounts the yields of tops 
and of beets lncreaseJ rapidly at first and then more slowly with further 
additions of phosphorus until the increases in  yield were not significant 
statistical ly.  In the meantime the soluhle phosphate' phosphorus concentra
tions of the petioles and blades, as mentioneJ e,trlier, increased very slowly 
at first and then very rapidly. Of the two plant p arts analysed for phos/ 
phorus the blades attained higher soluble phosphate -phosphorus concentra
tions than the petioles. The pota1'lsium concentrations of the petioles and 
hlades, in contrast to the phosphorus concentrations, were the highest in 
the low phosphate p lants and then gradual ly  oecre,lsed as phosphorus was 
applied to the soI l .  Of the plant parts stuJieu, the potac;sium concentrations 
of the petioles were higher than the hlades for the lowest phosphoru3 
treatment, and then thereafter, the potassium concentrations i n  the petioles 
decreased more rapidly than the hlades as phosphorus was applied to the 
soil .  That these low potassium values were on the verge of hecoming critical 
was suggl'�tL'J hy the- fact that a fe\,v plants of the three highest phosphoru.; 
trcatments had a few leaves \vhich showed leaf scorch similar to the 
[.;ymptoms of potassium defICiency. These leaves upon analysis were found 
to have potassium concentrations comparable to those of p lants known to 
he deficient in potassium . Thus, in future pot experiments with sugar beets 
on this soil, potassium as wel l as nitrogen, should be included as a hasic 
treatment .  The nitrate-nitrogen concentrations in the petioles decreased 0:11y 
with the high phosphorus applications, but even here the nitrogen supply 
was ample for growth at harvest time . Another point of considerable 
in terest is the fact that the sugar concentrations of the beets failed tu change 
" i�nificant1y even though large changes took p lace in the heet yields ano I l1 
t lw rhosphorus and potassium concentrations of the leaves of the plants .  

Table 1 .  S\Url ma t·y of n)'>t. ] U  f:l l' ,.mg-�l· ul'. l" gl'U\VIl i n  pot;; of A iken elay fprti l ized with 
in cl'easin g a m o u n t "  of pho.sphorus . 

. ��� 
'Vei�·ht Sol uble p h osphate Nitrate_ 

",'eight of tops Sugarl of phosphorus� Potassiu m 2  n itrogen� 
'_r,_._a'_m_.n_t�_' __ F_,,_s h_ -------u;:y- _'_R_O

-,-
O'_' _' _b_"_t8t Petioles Blades Petioles--_ccB-"ac::d_",_'p_'_"_'o_,e-,-' 

gms. P, . .- ,  2 !i fi 6 0  P, 4 5 4  RH P 765 1 2 4  P� S92 106 P... 95:3 1 4 R  
P I '; 1 02 6  1 5 4  P,,� 1 0 1 1  1 5 4  ---_ .  __ ._. 

Sign i ficant 
diffe-rence' 
F-vaha'-' 

'Fresh lm-;is. 
-'Dry basis. 

17 
40.7 

'Ir �ms. p p m .  pp m . �!; �( p p m .  
L� . l  20:2 2 0 1  2 R !! :{ . 4 2  3 . 1 7  :-1 5 4 0  
1 :� . 0  :341i 2 1 {j :�7R 2 . �� 5  ,1 . 2 2  :\�90 
1 3 . 6  4 9 0  :� !i 5  6 8 0  l . : n  2 . 4 a  4 6 8 0  J; L�  fi 5 :l  7Rfi 1 0 7 0  1 .2 5  2 . 1 0  3 1 6 0  
1 4 . 0  6 0 7  1 761-1 1 7 0 0  1 .0 9  l . \JS 1 7 5 0  
1 4 . 0  6:37 2 H 3 2  3 9 5 6  l . O R  l . IJg U ) 4 0  I .cl . 5  � __ ���_5_()7� 1 . 1 5'-_'::C":cR5,-_2::clCC20,-

N . S .  !.j,g I n  
2 1 . 5 

2 7 5  
1 !) O  

7fH) 
4 8 . 4  

O.::lIJ 
4 :1 . 7  

O A Ii  
1 3 . 7  

;:P, = l .OO g rams P.,O_ ( 2 . 2 7  gt·ams ireble superphosphate ! pet· pot or 100 pounds P ,0_ per acn'. Each treatmt'nt wa!; rep l i cated five times . . 1Sig-nificant differences lHe for the 5 pet'Cent leveL N . S  ..  _nnt s ign ificant. 
['The F*va ! u es rli'fjuired for sif{nifiel-ln�(' at  the .') })ercent and 1 percent level!; arc 2 5 1 :,<n.J 

;Lli7. rcspt"ctivl."ly ( S n pcit"l'or I l l l ,  1 �) 4fl J .  . 
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Under Field Conditions .---The estimation o f  the critical nutrient level 
for sugar beets under field conditions is considerably more difficult than 
when plants arc grown in pots of soi l .  In the field it  is frequently impossible 
to control the conditions of the experiment as rigidly as desired, and it is 
often impossible to locate the experiments on soils with fertility levels as 
low as those which can he induced in pot experiments. But in spite of 
these difficulties data often can be ohtained which will assist in getting an 
estimate of the critical nutrient level for sugar beets growing in the field. 
This estimate of the critical nutrient level may he estahlished in the field in 
much the same manner as in  the pot experiments just reviewed for phos' 
phorus. Success hy this procedure, just as in the pot experiments, will depcnu 
upon getting large differences in heet growth and in harvesting the heets 
before the nutrient supplies have heen depleted within the leaves to the 
same low level for all rates of the fertilizer application. Often this will 
require harvesting the heets in mid-season in order to get large differences 
in yield that can he compared to large differences in nutrient concentration 
of the beet leaves. By following this procedure it is believed that the critical 
nutrient level fur heets can be established rather efficiently under field 
conditions. 

Another approach to estimating the nutrient level at which the growth 
of a crop is reduced, is through the col lection of leaf samples at frequent 
intervals during its growing season. When the nutrient under study 
hecomes deficient in the untreated plants and decreases within the plant 
to a relatively constant level, this may be taken as being at or below the 
critical level for that nutrient. Through many experiments of this nature, 
conclusions may be drawn as to the probable nutrient level at which the 
growth of the crop is reduced significantly helow those at higher nutrient 
levels. 

An example of the latter procedure was made available through ,I 

cooperative field experiment conducted with the International Minerals 
and Chemical Corporation and The Spreckels Sugar Company. In this 
experiment the effect of nitrogen on the growth of the beets was primarily 
under investigation \vhile phosphorus was applied only in comhination with 
the highest nitrogen application . Leaf samples were collected at about 1 4-day 
intervals starting at the time of applying the fertilizer on April 26  (first 
irrigated thereafter on May I )  and ending with the harvest of the beets 
on August 2 1 ,  1947 .  Other details of the experiment may be stated briefly 
as follows : 

Sugar beet seed of the variety U. S. 1 5G was planted on January 26,  
1 947,  in rows spaced 1 0  inches on a ridge and :2 4  inches between ridges. 
The heets wefe thinned un March 22 and then fertilized on April 2 ')  by 
means of ,t Fairbank ( 5 ) ,  1 940, tWO-fOW fertilizer applicator. The fertilize) 
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was applied at the side of the beets in  the wide spacing ( irrigation furrow) 
at a depth of 4V2 inches and a distance of 4 inches from the beets. Each 
plot was 6 rows wide and 1 00 feet long, and only the center 80 feet of the 
2 center rows were harvested for yields and sugar determinations_ The 
treatments applied were untreated, RON, 1 60N, 2 40N and 240N+200 
P20;'j, where N equals "pounds of nitrogen per acre from ammonium 
nitrate" and P,O, equals "pounds of P,O, per acre from treble super
phosphate. "  The five treatments were replicated eight times according to 
the randomil;ed block technique ( Snedecor ( 1 1 ) ,  1 946) . Plant samples 
consisting of 20  petioles each were collected from each plot at 2 -week 
intervals from the time the beets were fertilized until they were harvested 
on August 2 1 ,  1 947 .  The first petiole for the sample was taken from a 
recently "matured" leaf from a beet in the 2 center rows after walking 
into the plot 2 . 5  feet. Thereafter a petiole was taken every 5 feet alternating 
from row to row until 20 petioles had heen collected. The samples were 
received at Berkeley, California, within 24  to 48 hours after their collec
tion and upon their arrival were cut into sections from 2 to 5 millimeters 
in length. A 50 or l OO-gram sample of each was dried in an oven at  70 
degrees C. ,  ground in a Wiley mill to pass a 40-mesh sieve and then analysed 
for nitrate-nitrogen (unpublished procedure) , phosphate-phosphorus and 
potassium (Ulrich ( I 7) .  1 94 5 ) . 

The results for the nitrate.-nitrogen analyses are presented in figure 
4 and in tahle 2. An inspection of the curves in figure 4 show that there 
was no significant difference in nitrate concentration of the heets prior to 
their fertilization. Thereafter the addition of nitrogen to the plots increased 
the nitrate concentrations of the heets in agreement with the rate of nitrogen 
applied. The lowest nitratc,nitrogen values were observed for the untreated 
heets throughout the experiment. These on May 1 3  had decreased markedly 
over those for April 2 5 .  Another decrease took place hy May 26 and 
thereafter the nitrate values for the untreated beets were more or less 
constant even through to the time of beet harvest. Accompanying these 
low nitrate values for the untreated heets there was ohserved during June 
a distinct decrease in top growth of the beets in corn parison to those beets 
fertilized with 80 pounds or more of nitrogen.  At that time the treatments 
with more than 80 pounds of nitrogen had no further visihle effect on 
the growth of the beets. Combining these observations, namely the low 
nitrate values with the poor growth of the untreated beets, along with the 
fact that only the untreated beets gave lower yields at harvest time than for 
any of the other treatments (tahle 2 ) ,  the critical nitrogen value for beet 
petioles appears from this experiment to be approximately 400 parts per 
million of nitratc .... nitrogen. How much more or less than 400 parts per 
million must await the results of experiments now in progress or to further 
improvements in technique or to a more effective statistical analysis of the 
results now avaiJable. 



Table 2.----Nitl·atc-nitrogcn of �ugal' beet petiole,.; as related tu yield:,; and perc('ntagc:,; of sugal' in beets grown in  field pIlOt>; near 'Voodland, California, 

on Yolo fine sandy loam. 

I 
Nitrate-nitrogen' 

Treatment2 - • 
______ __ .�����. __ May 2� _____ Jun�_�_June � ____ July 2 1  

Untreated 

80N 

160N 

240N 

240N+200P�O� 

Significant 
difference1 

F_value4 

ppm. 

9,600 

10,300 

10,800 

10,000 

10,400 

N.S. 

0.99 

p pm. 

2,360 

7,760 

10,600 

1 1,000 

1 1 ,700 

1,950 

32.5 

lValues are expressed on the dry batiis. 

ppm .  

�)20 

,1 .6';0 

9,360 

1 1,000 

1 1 , 1 01) 

2 , 1 40 

36.7 

pp m. ppm . 

23:1 :$10 

1,420 1,360 

:{,050 2,690 

4,670 4,000 

-4,I:i:.{O 4,230 

790 

37.5 

ppm .  

4 1 2  

7 0 0  

1 , 2 8 0  

2,920 

3,{l90 

1 , 1 6 0  

1 1 . 2  

ppm. 

:)97 

610 

880 

1 ,R40 

:! , l I O  

8 8 1) 

1 1 . 4  

I Sugar 
Aug. 4 Aug. 1 8  

yield 
------� 

ppm. ppm. Tons/acre ":'0 Tons/acre 

a80 407 25 .09 17.47 4.38 

560 670 27.94 16.87 4.71 

740 8:30 28.05 1 6.09 4.52 

1 ,470 1,090 28.79 1 5 .411 4.46 

1.iWO 

490 

8.68 

1 ,240 

470 

4 .11  

27.75 

2.09 

:Ul." 

15.42 

0.54 

89.9 
===== 

4.28 

N.S. 

2.27 

�Arranged in eight randomized blocks. N = pound:,; of nitrogen from ammonium n itrate. p"O�_=pounds of P�O:. from treble :;;tlperph()!;phate. 

�Significant differences are for the 5 percent level. N . S . :::not significant. 

4The F-valu1's required fnl' significance at the ;) percent and 1 percent Jeveli:! al'e 2 . i 1  and 4.117, resw·t>tively { Sn('decor { I l l .  Hl-4fi j .  
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P. P. M .  1 2. 000 24��.:,200 P205 
, 

1 01 0 00  
Z 8.0 0 0  
.., I-« er: 6.0 0 0  
I-
Z 4,0 00  

2,0 0 0  

°A
L

p�R�. �M�A�Y�M'A�Y �J�U�N�E-J'U�N�E-J'U�L'Y�J'U�L�Y�A'U�G�.-A�U�G,. -----1 2 5 1 3  2 6  9 23 8 2 1  4 1 8  
1 9 4 7  

FIgure (dry bJS1S) of Icccntly " mdturcJ" petIoles as influenced by the amQunt 
(If nitrogen of leaf �a /llr l i n g .  N=pmmds per dere of nitrogen from 

. 
11 1 tr<l{e and pj',.-_."_ . , " " ,  pn . .  ere of P�O� f r n m  t r e h l ,'  slllwrphn�phat('. 

Practical Applications of Plant A nalysiJ'1. 

When once the critical nutrient level for an clement has been cstab/ 
l ished for a crop through many field experiments, plant analysis may have 
several interesting applications. Some of these applications include : ( 1 )  a 
determination of the kind of nutrient that might be deficient in the field ;  
( 2 )  estimation of  the  time of the  application and  the  amount of fertilizer to  
apply ; ( 3 )  a id  in selecting the  location of fertilizer experiments and  (4)  
in the maintenance of soil fertility. Of these applications perhaps the  most 
interesting from the practical standpoint is the use of plant analysis as an 
aid in  the maintenance of soil fertility. Plants may be analysed in <:l system, 
atic manner such as in the nitrogen experiment just reported ( figure 4 and 
tahle 2 ) . When the heets reach the critical level relatively early in the 
growing season as in th� case of th� untrcateJ beets of the nitrogen �xperi� 
ment ( figure 4) then emergency applications of nitrogen may he made to 
the field of heets. While emergency applications of nitrogen have effectively 
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incn::ascd the yields o f  bL'ets Juring the CUI-rent growing season, neverthc, 
less valuahle growing time is uften lost from the time the deficiency is 
detected to the time the nitrogen is ahsorbed hy the plants. For this reason 
the lIse of plant analysis for I2mcrgency appli.::ations of fertiliz;crs shuuld not 
he stressed, hut rather its use in the maintenance of soil fertility. This can 
be done rather conveniently \vhen once it is recogniz;eci that certain fields 
from their fertiliz;er history are apt to become deficient in  a given nutrient, 
as for example in the case of the field with the nitrogen experiment ( figure 
4 and tahle 2 ) .  In succeeding crops of heets on this field, nitrogen may be 
applied at <l pre-detcrmineu time and rate hefore the beets are apt to become 
deficient in nitrogen. This time of application may be indicated by plant 
ana lysis. From figure 2 of the nitrogen experiment, the results for the 
untreated heets indicate that nitrogen should he applied so as to he availahle 
to the heets by the 1 st of May. As to the amount of nitrogen to apply to 
succeeding heet crops, this cannot he estimated from the results of plant 
analysis for a single year on a given field unless this estimate is based on 
other data or upon the results of an experiment conducted concurrently 
using different rates of n itrogen as part of the treatments such as in the 
nitrogen experiment (figure 4 and table 2 ) .  The results of this experiment 
may he used as an illustration in estimating the amount of nitrogen to apply 
on subsequent crops of beets on this fIeld. For this discussion let us assume 
that the critical nitrogen level for sugar heets has been established through 
many experiments to be approximately 1 ,000 parts per million of nitrate
nitrogen . Then in the case of the untreated plots, the heets were below the 
critical level from the latter P,lrt of May to the time of their harvest on 
August 2 1 ,  1 947 .  During this 1 0,week period the results for the untreated 
heets indicate that they could have used more nitrogen for growth during 
the growing season, but what is not shown by the petiole analyses of the 
untreated heets is the degree of nitrogen deficiency. In some fields this 
deficiency may he extreme, while in others it may be relatively smaJ I .  
depending upon the rate of formation of available nitrogen. In the present 
experiment it may be surmised from the relatively good yield of 2 5 .09 
tons per acre from the untreated plots (table 2 )  that a considerahle amount 
of nitrate was formed by the soil during the growing season of the beets. 
That the beets could actually use morc nitrogen as indicated hy the petiole 
ana lyses was shown hy the 2 . 8 )'  -ton increase in heet yields obtained for the 
plots treated with 80 pounds of nitrogen pcr acre (table 2 ) . Along with 
the increase in yield there was also an increase in the nitrate concentrations 
oi the retioles (figure 4) so that the heets were helow the critical nitrogen 
level for 7 weeks prior to harvesting them instead of the 10 weeks for the 
untrcated beets. For the 1 ()O-pound per acre nitrogen treatment, the beets 
were helow the critical n itrogen level fur only )' weeks before harvest, while 
for rh!? 240-pound nitrogen application the beets were still above the critical 
nitrogen level when they were harvested. Of the increases in  nitrate concen� 
tration in the leaf petioles with each increase in  nitrogen added only the 
RO-pound nitrogen application was correlated with a significant increase in 
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beet yield . The sugar percentages decreased significantly with each incre· 
ment of nitrogen appl ied, and the net effect of this decrease i n  sugar 
concentration of the beds was ;) cancellation of the yie ld increase in  the 
�O'pound nitrogen treatment. All these facts indicate that the beets were 
harvested prematurely , and what the final outcome would have heen had 
they been left in the field longer should he a subject of considerable interest 
in future experiments. However, from the practica l  standpoint the 80� 
pound nitrogen treatment appe,lrs as a good basic nitrogen app lication for 
the next crop of heets on this field, providing all other conditions remain 
yuite similar ano that the heets cl)uld he left i n  the field longer to utilize 
completely the nitrog<:'n applied. In  any event th.:: validity of the recom� 
mendations made \"\'ith respect to time and to the rate of nitrogen applied 
should he confirmed through plant analysis for each crop grown on the 
field. 

Aside from learning thruugh plant analysis what fertilizer, anJ the 
approximate amount and time to apply it, une may also learn what materials 
arc availahle to a (TOP in sufficient amounts for the time being. In the 
present experiment the phosphate Clnd potassium concentrationsJ of the 
petioles, except for phosphorus on April 2 6, were well above what we now 
consider to he theif critical concentrations, Clnd accordingly their omission 
in fertilizer treatments for the next crop of beets would be well justified. 
The correctness of this assumption, however, should again be confirmed by 
analysing appropriate plant material from succeeding crops for their phos� 
phate and potassium concentrations .  Through observing the nutrient changes 
taking place in each crop, ac..ljustments in the fertilizer program can be 
made over a period of years so that the crops for a given field will have an 
adequate supply of nutrients for growth . 
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